CEMW Notes – June 7, 2017
Item 1: Introductions and Announcements
No changes were made to the meeting agenda.
Item 2: Liaison Reports
1. CA WQMC
a. The council is currently considering how best to move forward and how to best utilize
the membership. They will be forming a subcommittee to produce recommendations
for a future meeting. They are looking to engage a broader audience and support efforts
they feel they can affect. With AB 1755, the council might be able to identify new ways
to provide assistance on specific topics.
2. Wetland Monitoring Workgroup
a. The group is constructing the business plan for EcoAtlas and developing a usecase for
AB1755.
3. Data Management Workgroup and Steering Committee
a. The group is working towards the January 1, 2018 deadlines for AB 1755. They are
coming up with protocols for data sharing concepts, templates for data management
plans, data management and sharing handbooks, and data readiness assessments for
Data literacy.
b. There has not been much Federal participation in this group but Federal Data is
supposed to be online by 2020.
Item 3: Living Resources and D-1641 Redesign Presentation
1. 34 North and DWR has drafted content for the D1641 that they previewed at today’s meeting.
Integration with the existing portal content will take some thought.
2. 34 North has developed a survey for people to provide feedback. Things to consider during the
review:
a. How to make it clear that this data is specifically from the EMP?
b. How does navigation of the site work and can it work better?
c. How do we navigate between Bay Delta Live and CEMW?
3. DWR will decide when the survey can be sent out to the CEMW for review.
Item 4: Future Direction for the Workgroup
1. CA Estuaries or Delta
a. Are we comfortable with our group focusing on the Delta? Yes, that is where we have
funding and momentum. However, we will format the Portal to in a way to make it easy
to add other groups want to participate.
2. Outreach
a. With the release of the new D1641, the CEMW has an opportunity to reinvigorate
participation and promote the Portal.
b. The CEMW should also coordinate with IEP DUWG
3. Nexus with IEP beyond EMP
a. CEMW should consider developing an integration plan with IEP.

4. Habitat nexus with Aquatic Vegetation
a. Will need a champion to spearhead this action.
5. Data management Task and Tools
a. Fundamental work is being done by IEP and DUWG and we could support this process
b. AB1755 will provide an opportunitiy we should capatilize on
6. Water Quality
a. The DRMP could be made available through the portal, but a story would have to be laid
out

